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Rock Piles are man-made structures consisting of piles of non-ore 
overburden material that had to be removed in order to extract ore. 
These materials were discarded by dumping in rock piles as close to 
the open pit. In the long run they became the reason for environmental 
hazards. They pose problems like acid rock drainage (ARD), leaching 
of heavy metals, erosion, slope stability concerns, and undesirable 
aesthetic views. ARD is a major source of water pollution arising 
from the weathering of sulfide bearing minerals.The formation of acid 
drainage and the contaminants associated with it have been described 
by some as the largest environmental problem facing the U.S. mining 
industry [1].

Weathering is a complicated process, but under certain assumptions, 
it can be simulated in chemical, physical and geological terms to help 
predict geochemical changes. Thus, modeling is an important tool in 
the management of mining rock piles since it is one of the few methods 
that can give a quantitative estimate of the chemistry and physical 
property changes occurring over long weathering time periods. There 
have been numerous mathematical models of weathering and ARD 
over the last few decades, starting with rather simple models to very 
complicated coupled models [2-5]. The problem is that ARD is a very 
complex process involving not only mineralogical and geochemical 
changes but physical and biological changes as well. Most rock piles 
are heterogeneous in terms of mineralogy and flow properties and the 
ARD process involves all three phases - solid, liquid and gas.

Normally Humidity cell tests (HCT) are used to predict the timing 
and extent of acid rock drainage. However, these tests can also be used to 
determine the governing intrinsic geochemical kinetic parameters that 
are involved in the development of acid rock drainage for that particular 
rock sample. Once kinetic parameters are obtained from humidity cell 
testing through simulation and calibration, these parameters can be 
used in a geochemical model that simulates the natural environment in 
an actual rock pile. An ASTM standard humidity cell testing procedure 
was published in 1996 and then updated several times [6,7] . 

One of the biggest challenges currently faced by environmental 
practitioners is how to use site-specific data, such as HCTs, in predictive 
geochemical models.The extrapolation of Lab data to field level is not 
well defined. Not much literature available on coupling HCT data to 
the field geochemical modeling. Most of the geochemical modeling 
was done by some sort of scaling to the HCT kinetics. Sapsford and 
Williams 2005 [8] mentioned that humidity cells represent a different 
leaching environment than that in the field and so direct scaling-up of 
results by weight correction will give erroneous results.So there is an 
urgent need of research on methodology for incorporating humidity 
cell testing data in prediction of field scale geochemical models. 
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